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Learning Action Cell, also popularly known as LAC is one of the best activities that teachers may indulge with and which may be conducted every month or as the need arises. This is one undertaking that teachers dearly enjoy because it has a lot of benefits to them, most especially in their jobs as educators.

Initially, LAC session helps teachers in meeting novel ideas. This means that through this the teachers are able to learn, relearn and unlearn the things that will add to their knowledge and skills. They acquire new ideas, tenets, insights and notions that are meaningful in their profession. Obtaining significant and ample concepts to be used in teaching would be possible through a LAC session.

Through LAC sessions the teachers are able appreciate new approaches in teaching. Several topics in this gathering of teachers may deal more on how teachers may acquire and improve their methods in teaching different topics in varied learning areas. Learning new strategies, techniques and methods are more fruitful in LAC sessions.

By means of LAC sessions the teachers are able to enhance their confidence in facing the public. The teachers are given the chance to participate in the activities being brought by LAC sessions. The self-esteem of a certain teacher is boosted through the experiences in LAC activities. The said activities motivate the teachers to be at their utmost best when teaching.

The opportunities for self-expression and sharing views and insights are done in LAC sessions. The teachers are able to talk freely on a variety of topics which are essential
in the improvement of the teaching-learning process. The teachers’ diverse ideas is well-expressed and well-heard in LAC Sessions.

Teachers may improve their working relationship in LAC sessions that they enjoy dearly. They spend meaningful times together, having fun and enjoyment during the school seminars and workshops. Laughing together and sharing good times together are truly evident.

The LAC session unveils the abilities of teachers. In this way the capacities and inclinations of teacher to perform productive and meaningful things about the profession are revealed. The ability to lead people and to influence them in acquiring new trends in teaching are trained in LAC sessions.

Generally, Learning Action Cell or LAC session works on for the professional growth of teachers and in meeting the challenges of the teaching profession. The benefits LAC session bestows to teachers are indeed recognizable, truly remarkable and highly commendable.
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